June 25, 2019

AMENDMENT NUMBER TWO (2)

State of North Carolina
Department of Public Safety
NC Office of Recovery and Resiliency (formerly under Emergency Management)

This document shall amend Memorandum of Agreement on Partial Assignment and Amendment of a Contract for Professional Project Management Services For Disaster Recovery Programs in the City of Fayetteville ("Agreement") by and between Horne and the State of North Carolina, Department of Public Safety, Office of Recovery and Resiliency (hereinafter referred to individually as "State" or "NCORR") and the City of Fayetteville. Except as provided in this Amendment, all terms and condition of the original Agreement shall remain in force and shall apply to this Amendment. The Agreement is hereby amended as follows, to become effective upon signature of all parties.

This Amendment, including all previous Amendments, Agreements, Requests for Proposal, Responses, BAFOs and all of its exhibits constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

A. Exhibit A of the Agreement shall be amended to add a new Contractor Implementation Activity and Unit Cost under the subheading "Implementation Unit Price Table. The added Contractor Implementation Activity is Asbestos Scoping for a Unit Cost of $225 (two hundred and twenty-five dollars) with an estimated not to exceed amount of $35,000 (thirty-five thousand dollars).

This added Activity and Unit Cost shall also be added to Amendment One to the original Agreement executed on February 5, 2019.

The undersigned individuals below represent and acknowledge they have the company power and authority to bind IEM and the State of North Carolina Department of Public Safety, Purchasing and Logistics to the terms of this Amendment.

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO:
HORNE, LLP

By: ____________________________
Name: S. Neil Forbes
Title: Partner in Charge
Date: 27 June 2019

North Carolina Dept. of Public Safety
Purchasing and Logistics

By: ____________________________
Name: Sherri Garte
Title: NCORR Purchasing Director
Date: 6/27/19